North Korea and neighbouring areas of China

When the Geographical Society of New South Wales first began to conduct study tours in the 1960s, it focussed on countries that were difficult to enter and even more difficult to understand. The Society’s early tours to China during the tumultuous Cultural Revolution are now legendary.

This ground-breaking study tour to North Korea and nearby border areas in China will continue that tradition of helping curious travellers understand and appreciate places that are off the normal tourist trails.

Led by former GTA President, Stephen Codrington, highlights will include visits to the DMZ, a mass gymnastics performance, the ‘sacred’ volcanic crater of Mount Paektu, a train trip from Pyongyang to the Chinese border, the Chinese border city of Dandong, plus many rare sites seen by very few foreign visitors.

Full details of this fascinating opportunity to explore North Korea with other curious, engaged geographers can be seen at http://goo.gl/izMsKt